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Divergence time estimates derived from phylogenies are crucial to infer historical biogeography and
diversification dynamics. Yet, the impact of fossil record incompleteness on macroevolutionary reconstructions
remains equivocal. Here, we investigate to what extent gaps in the fossil record can impinge downstream
evolutionary inferences in the beetle family Silphidae. Recent discoveries have pushed back the fossil record of
this group from the Eocene into the Jurassic. We estimated the divergence times of the family using both its
currently understood fossil record and the fossil record known prior to these recent discoveries. All fossil
calibrations were informed with different parametric distributions to investigate the weight of priors on posterior
age estimates. Based on time-calibrated trees, we assessed the impact of fossil calibrations on the inference of
ancestral ranges and diversification rate dynamics in the genus Nicrophorus. Depending upon the selected sets of
fossil constraints, the age discrepancies had a major impact on the macroevolutionary inferences: the
biogeographic extrapolations relative to paleogeography are markedly contrasting, and the calculated rates at
which species form or go extinct (and when they varied) are strikingly different. We show that soft prior
distributions do not necessarily alleviate such shortcomings therefore preventing the inference of reliable
macroevolutionary patterns in groups presenting a taphonomic bias in their fossil record. © 2015 The Linnean
Society of London, Biological Journal of the Linnean Society, 2016, 117, 686–704.
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INTRODUCTION
Our understanding of the tempo and mode of clade
evolution depends upon phylogenetic and dating
reconstructions (Smith & Peterson, 2002; Hedges &
Kumar, 2009; Hedges et al., 2015) but also upon the
fossil record (Alroy, 2010; Smith & Marcot, 2015).
Calibrating molecular clocks is a crucial step to date
lineage diversification and understand biodiversity
assembly over time and space (Donoghue & Benton,
2007; Ho & Duch^ene, 2014; Bell, 2015). In the last
decade, increasingly sophisticated methods have
been developed to handle large molecular datasets
and to model rate variation among lineages (e.g.
*Corresponding author. E-mail: toussaint@ku.edu
†These authors contributed equally to this work.
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Drummond et al., 2012; Ronquist et al., 2012;
reviewed in Rutschmann, 2006; Ho & Duch^
ene,
2014; Bell, 2015). Yet, proper calibration of molecular
clocks to obtain absolute divergence times can be
challenging (e.g. Dornburg et al., 2011; Lukoschek,
Scott Keogh & Avise, 2012; Warnock et al., 2015).
Hence, identifying and dealing with sources of error
in calibrations is fundamental in the dating process
(Ho & Phillips, 2009; Inoue, Donoghue & Yang,
2010; Parham et al., 2012).
Traditionally, external information is needed to
enforce age constraints in a phylogenetic tree (Donoghue & Benton, 2007; Ho & Phillips, 2009). Such calibrations are often based on biogeographic events
(e.g. island formation or continental breakup; Kodandaramaiah, 2011) or fossil evidence that respectively
provides maximum or minimum ages for a focal
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clade (Donoghue & Benton, 2007; Ho & Phillips,
2009; Parham et al., 2012). When relying on the fossil record, dating analyses are sensitive to the incompleteness of the fossil record, referred to as the
taphonomic bias (e.g. Smith & Peterson, 2002; Dornburg et al., 2011). To accommodate the biases
imposed by the fossil record, several methods implementing relaxed-clock models have been introduced
(Yang & Rannala, 2006; Sanders & Lee, 2007;
reviewed in Ho & Phillips, 2009). To mitigate the
impact of potential errors in calibration choice, Yang
& Rannala (2006) introduced the concept of soft
bounds where a nonzero probability is assigned to
ages found beyond specified bounds. The most recent
methods, as implemented for instance in BEAST
(Drummond et al., 2006, 2012) and MrBayes (Ronquist et al., 2012), allow the specification of distribution priors on targeted nodes in the tree (Sytsma,
Spalink & Berger, 2014). The use of parametric distributions offers a greater flexibility and can theoretically provide a means to take into account the
taphonomic bias (Dornburg et al., 2011).
When it comes to dating a phylogenetic tree, evolutionary biologists may wonder to what extent an
incomplete fossil record can render divergence time
estimation spurious. Indeed, the fossil record is susceptible to only reflect tracks of a lineage evolution
biased towards the Present (Lu, Yogo & Marshall,
2006). The probability of fossil preservation increases
toward the Present, and large gaps often artificially
truncate the distribution of lineages at deeper time
scales (e.g. Romer’s gap, Garrouste et al., 2012).
Numerous taxonomic groups have a fossil record
highly concentrated into Cenozoic deposits (e.g. butterfly and moths, Sohn, Labandeira & Davis, 2015),
which in turn might suggest a Cenozoic origin for
many clades. As a result, macroevolutionary inferences may be severely biased by a truncated fossil
record (Dornburg et al., 2011). Recently, numerous
fossil discoveries from Jurassic and Cretaceous beds
in China, have pushed back in time the origin of well
documented clades such as non-avian dinosaurs (e.g.
Zhang et al., 2008; Choiniere et al., 2010; Xu, Zheng
& You, 2010; Xu et al., 2015), mammals (e.g. Yuan
et al., 2013; Zhou et al., 2013; Meng et al., 2015), or
birds (e.g. Hu et al., 2009; Xu et al., 2011). Among
invertebrates, several fossil discoveries were also
made in the past decade (e.g. Kirejtshuk et al., 2010)
but probably with lesser scientific impacts than in
vertebrate groups (but see Garrouste et al., 2012;
Huang et al., 2012, 2013; Nel et al., 2013). Among
the most astonishing fossils to be discovered recently
is the golden orb-weaver spider from the Middle
Jurassic of China (Selden, Shih & Ren, 2011). This
new fossil pushed back the origin of the cosmopolitan genus Nephila by 130 Myr, from the Miocene
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(Su et al., 2011) to the Jurassic. These discoveries
were paramount to our understanding of temporal
origins, but also tempo and modes of diversification,
character evolution or biogeographic histories (e.g.
Luo, 2007; Lee et al., 2014; Brusatte et al., 2015).
Yet, the extent to what taphonomic biases (incomplete fossil record) hamper macroevolutionary discussions drawn from phylogenetic studies has been
largely overlooked.
Invertebrate clades are generally much older than
vertebrate clades of the same taxonomic rank and thus
provide a unique window to apprehend much older
macroevolutionary patterns and processes (Hedges
et al., 2015). An important recent fossil discovery for
insects was made in carrion beetles (Coleoptera: Silphidae) (Cai et al., 2014). The family Silphidae notably
comprises the subfamily Nicrophorinae including the
charismatic Nicrophorus burying beetles (68 described
species), as well as the two other genera Ptomascopus
(four species) and Eonecrophorus (one species) (Sikes,
Madge & Newton, 2002; Sikes, Madge & Trumbo,
2006). The existence of Silphidae in the Jurassic has
already been invoked (e.g. Beutel & Leschen, 2005),
but in most cases these fossils were likely poor taxonomic assignations, partly due to the fact that the contours of the family were blurry (Grebennikov &
Newton, 2012). Therefore, silphids were long thought
to have originated and diversified in the Cenozoic
(Flach, 1890; Sikes & Venables, 2013). Until recently,
their fossil record traced back to the late Eocene
(Florissant bed, USA). Recent discoveries from China
fossil rock beds in the Yixian formation (Early Cretaceous, Aptian-Berrenian, 121.0–125.0 Mya, Chang
et al., 2009) and in the Daohugou beds (Middle Jurassic, Oxfordian, 157.3–163.5 Mya, Wang et al., 2005) as
well as Myanmar amber fossils (Late Cretaceous, Cenomanian, 93.9–100.5 Mya) changed substantially our
knowledge of the fossil record in this family (Grebennikov & Newton, 2012; Cai et al., 2014). These newly
discovered fossils extend the earliest records of carrion
beetles (Silphidae) by about 130 Myr, the one of the
subfamily Nicrophorinae by about 100 Myr, and the
one of burying beetles (Nicrophorus) by about 90 Myr
(Cai et al., 2014). This family therefore represents an
ideal candidate to investigate the impact of the taphonomic bias on molecular dating studies, a scenario that
can be more common than previously thought (Gao &
Shubin, 2003, 2012; Dornburg et al., 2011; Selden
et al., 2011).
Here, we use a comprehensive burying beetle
molecular dataset (Sikes & Venables, 2013) to: (1)
test to what extent Bayesian relaxed-clock
approaches allow us to overcome the taphonomic bias
using multiple prior distributions for modelling fossil
calibrations, and (2) assess the possible differences
in
macroevolutionary
patterns
by
inferring
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biogeographic histories and estimating rates of diversification within Nicrophorus. Our study recovers
markedly different age estimates between the two
calibration sets used. The flexibility of molecular
clock calibration priors did not overcome the fossil
record bias. As a result we infer two distinct evolutionary histories for Nicrophorus burying beetles
depending upon the calibrations set considered.

METHODS
T AXON

SAMPLING AND MOLECULAR DATASET

The molecular dataset was retrieved from Sikes &
Venables (2013). It comprises 63 specimens including
54 out of the 68 valid extant species of the genus
Nicrophorus (i.e. 80% of its total diversity) as well as
one species of the genus Ptomascopus out of the four
valid extant species (Sikes et al., 2002, 2006). It also
included four species of the subfamily Silphinae as well
as a more distant outgroup, the rove beetle species
Aleochara heeri (Staphylinidae). The molecular dataset
consisted of three mitochondrial gene fragments, cytochrome c oxidase subunit I (COI, 1428 nucleotides),
tRNA (85 nucleotides) and cytochrome c oxidase subunit II (COII, 687 nucleotides), and two nuclear gene
fragments, the 28S ribosomal RNA segment D2 (28S,
908 nucleotides), and the protein coding gene carbamoyl-phosphate synthase (CAD, 792 nucleotides). In
total, the dataset contained 3971 aligned nucleotides.

D IVERGENCE

TIME ESTIMATIONS

Estimations of divergence times were inferred with
Bayesian inference as implemented in BEAST 1.8.2
(Drummond et al., 2012) based on the molecular phylogeny retrieved from Sikes & Venables (2013).
Where relevant, we mention the methodological differences between the analyses conducted by Sikes &
Venables (2013) and our analyses. We ran a PartitionFinder v.1.1.1 (Lanfear et al., 2012) analysis to
select the best-fitting models of substitution using
the ‘greedy’ algorithm, the ‘beast’ set of models and
the corrected Akaike Information Criterion (AICc) to
compare the fit of the different models. We tested
the hypothesis of molecular clock using PAUP* (Swofford, 2003), and since it was significantly rejected
(P < 0.001), we used a Bayesian relaxed-clock allowing rate variation among lineages as implemented in
BEAST (Drummond et al., 2006, 2012).
Bayesian relaxed-clock settings
We implemented partitioned relaxed-clock models
with an uncorrelated lognormal clock model that
assumes an underlying lognormal distribution
(UCLD) of the evolutionary rates (Drummond et al.,

2006). We specified a clock model for each of the partition recovered in PartitionFinder except for the
mitochondrial partitions for which a unique model
was specified. Using BEAUti 1.8.2, we set the following priors: a birth–death process (Gernhard, 2008) as
branching process prior (Sikes & Venables (2013) set
the Yule model), shaped by a uniform prior between
0 and 10 with a starting value at 0.1 for the birth–
death mean growth rate, and a uniform prior
between 0 and 1 with a starting value at 0.5 for the
birth-death relative death rate. We used an exponential prior with mean one-third on the standard deviation of the UCLD model, and a uniform prior
between 0 and 1 on the mean of the UCLD model.
The tree topology was fixed to match that of Sikes &
Venables (2013). The Markov chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) analyses were run for 100 million generations and sampled every 2000 generations, resulting
in 50 000 trees in the posterior distribution; we discarded the first 12 500 trees as burn-in (25%).
Analysis and convergence
Tracer was used to graphically assess the convergence of runs (Rambaut et al., 2015), after checking
the log-likelihood curves (stationarity of the MCMC)
and the different runs merged using LogCombiner
1.8.2 (Drummond et al., 2012). We also checked the
effective sample size (ESS) for all parameters, for
which we consider that ESS values above 200 indicate good convergence. For each analysis, we conducted two independent runs to ensure convergence
of the MCMC. Post burn-in trees from the two distinct runs were further combined to build the maximum clade credibility (MCC) tree, median ages and
their 95% highest posterior density (HPD) were generated afterwards under TreeAnnotator 1.8.2 (Drummond et al., 2012).

F OSSIL

CALIBRATIONS AND PRIOR DISTRIBUTIONS

Divergence times were inferred using two distinct
calibration sets based on an extensive survey of the
carrion-beetle fossil record literature: (1) a first calibration set using fossil information available prior to
the discovery of Mesozoic fossils from China and
Myanmar (Cai et al., 2014), and (2) a second calibration set using all fossil information in the carrionbeetle fossil record (Fig. 1). The extant fossil record
of carrion beetles encompasses the past 165 Myr and
until the study of Cai et al. (2014), only a few valid
fossils were known for this group. In a conservative
manner, we systematically selected the oldest known
fossil of a crown group to calibrate the corresponding
node in the dating analyses. The absolute fossil ages
we used are derived from the latest geological timescale.
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the two calibration sets used in this study to date the origin of burying beetles.
The first calibration set uses the Cenozoic fossils, which were the most ancient fossils known for the group prior to the
discoveries in China. The second calibration set employs the Mesozoic fossils recently discovered in the Daohugou beds,
China (Cai et al., 2014). Illustrated are an extinct and an extant silphid species, showing how the morphological features
are preserved and thus allow a safe assignation of fossil lineages as node calibrations. Paleo., Paleogene; and N., Neogene. Pictures from © Wikimedia Commons.

One of the aims of this study was to test whether
modern dating approaches can alleviate the taphonomic bias of the fossil record. Therefore, we independently used exponential, lognormal and uniform
distributions as priors to calibrate the nodes of the
topology (where Sikes & Venables (2013) set a normal prior for each fossil calibration). The exponential distribution allows modelling with two
parameters a long tail of diminishing probability
with the maximal probability being located at the
minimum bound of the specified interval. On the
other hand, the lognormal distribution requires
three parameters to assign a maximum probability
to a different point than the minimum bound.
Finally, the uniform distribution sets hard minimum and maximum ages with equal probability
along the distribution.
The prior parameters (Fig. S1) were selected such
that 95% of the distribution spanned an interval
respectively starting from the lower bound of the fossil age and ending at 300 Mya, the approximate age
of the order Coleoptera as estimated from a largescale study using multiple fossil calibrations across

the insect tree of life (Rainford et al., 2014) and from
the entire fossil record (Smith & Marcot, 2015).
First calibration set
We relied on the oldest fossils of Silphidae and
Nicrophorinae prior to the publication of Cai et al.
(2014). We first used †Necrodes primaevus Beutenm€
uller and Cockerell 1908, found in shales of the
Florissant formation (Colorado, USA) and dated from
the late Eocene (Priabonian, ~ 33.9–37.8 Mya), which
is the oldest silphid fossil anterior to the publication
of Cai et al. (2014). †Silpha beutenmulleri Wickham
1914, is also believed to be a silphid fossil from the
same formation although it consists of a unique elytra. These two fossils are recognized as part of the
family Silphidae without ambiguity but their classification among the different genera is not as clear and
as a result we used these fossils to calibrate the
crown of the family Silphidae rather than a more
derived node. Additional fossils described almost a
century ago have been considered and then rejected
as possible valid fossils because they lack key
morphological features of the family (e.g. clubbed
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antennae, large mesoscutellum, truncate elytra, well
separated mesocoxae) (Grebennikov & Newton,
2012). Accordingly, †Eosilphites decoratus (Germany,
Eocene, Lutetian, ~ 41.2–47.8 Mya), †Sinosilphia
punctata (China, Early Cretaceous, Aptian, ~ 113.0–
125.0 Mya) or †Prosilpha nigrita (China, Early Cretaceous, Barremian, ~ 125–129.4 Mya) were ruled
out and transferred to the Agyrtidae (Newton, 1997).
Second, we used the two fossils of Nicrophorinae,
namely †Palaeosilpha fraasii Flach, 1890; and
†Ptomascopus aveyronensis Flach, 1890, found in a
lacustrine phosphorite strata in Caylux (France) that
are dated from the late Oligocene (Chattian, ~ 23.03–
28.1 Mya). These two fossils are unequivocally placed
in the subfamily Nicrophorinae (Newton & Cai pers.
comm.) and were therefore used to calibrate the
crown of this group.
Second calibration set
We used the updated fossil record from Cai et al.
(2014) to calibrate internal nodes of the topology.
Thanks to these new discoveries, we were able to place
minimum age constraints on the following nodes: Silphidae (China, Middle Jurassic, Oxfordian, Daohugou
beds, ~ 157.3–163.5 Mya, Wang et al., 2005),
Nicrophorinae (China, Early Cretaceous, Aptian-Barremian, Yixian formation, ~ 121.0–125.0 Mya, Chang
et al., 2009) and Nicrophorus (Myanmar, Late Cretaceous, Cenomanian, ~ 93.9–100.5 Mya).

A NCESTRAL

AREA RECONSTRUCTIONS

The chronograms derived from the analyses using
exponential priors were used. We selected these
chronograms because all analyses yielded comparable age estimates (see Results) and because this distribution is usually preferred over the lognormal one
that has one more parameter for the mode of its
probability distribution (Ho & Phillips, 2009).
We first assessed the impact of fossil record on biogeographic inferences using the two MCC trees (one
for each calibration set) obtained in BEAST with outgroups removed. Previously, Sikes & Venables (2013)
inferred the biogeographic history using the asymmetrical 2-parameter Markov k-state model with
user fixed rates set to equal on a binary dataset with
the character states ‘Old World’ and ‘New World’.
Here we use the model DEC (Dispersal-ExtinctionCladogenesis) implemented in the program Lagrange
(Ree & Smith, 2008) to infer the biogeographical history of the genus Nicrophorus across its entire range
of distribution. Using tectonic reconstructions (e.g.
Blakey, 2008; Seton et al., 2012), we divided the distributional range of Nicrophorus species in six areas:
(N) Nearctic, (T) Neotropics, (W) Western Palearctic,
(E) Eastern Palearctic, (O) Oriental, and (A)

Australasia. Distributional data were compiled from
the literature (Sikes et al., 2002, 2006).
We define and use a time-stratified model that will
also be more sensitive to dating analyses. The adjacency matrix was designed whilst taking into account
the geological history and the biological plausibility
of combined areas (Blakey, 2008; Seton et al., 2012).
The dispersal rate values (dr) were calculated using
the following rules: the dispersal rate between adjacent areas was not penalized (dr = 1.0), the dispersal
rate between areas separated by a small water barrier was slightly penalized (dr = 0.75), the dispersal
rate between areas separated by another area was
moderately penalized (dr = 0.50), and the dispersal
rate between areas separated by a large water barrier was strongly penalized (dr = 0.25). The final dispersal rate matrices between all possible area
combinations were calculated following these rules
and taking into account multiple barriers and landmass discontinuities throughout the timeframe of the
group’s evolution (Table S1; Blakey, 2008; Seton
et al., 2012). We always preferred the shortest path
between two areas to calculate the dispersal rate values. In case of a dispersal rate value becoming zero
as a result of several barriers and/or landmass discontinuities, we chose in a conservative manner to
use a dr = 0.05 in order to take into consideration
unlikely long-dispersal events (Table S1).
Three models were used: (1) M0, in which all area
combinations are allowed and no dispersal rate constraints are imposed; (2) M1, in which the area combinations are restricted by the adjacency matrix but
without dispersal rate constraints; and (3) M2, in
which the area combinations are restricted by the
adjacency matrix and dispersal rates constrained to
reflect the geological configuration. In these models,
we discarded ranges larger than four areas in size that
were not subsets of observed species ranges (Nicrophorus investigator has the largest range with four areas)
and also because all four regions were never connected
during the evolution of the group. A model-testing procedure was adopted to optimize the ancestral range at
the root. A significant ancestral area was selected
when we found a difference of 2-log units in the loglikelihoods between two areas or combination of areas.

D IVERSIFICATION

ANALYSES

We then assessed the impact of fossil record on the
macroevolutionary inferences using various models
of diversification. We used the same trees as for the
biogeographic analyses.
Time-dependent diversification
We assessed whether diversification rates remained
constant during the evolutionary history of the genus
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Nicrophorus. In particular, we tested whether periods of extinction might be recovered with birth-death
models. The TreePar R-package (Stadler, 2011) was
used to calculate speciation and extinction rates
through time. This method relaxes the assumption of
constant rates by allowing rates to change at specific
points in time. We employed the ‘bd.shifts.optim’ function that allows the estimation of discrete changes in
speciation and extinction rates and mass extinction
events in under-sampled phylogenies (Stadler, 2011).
At each time t, the rates are allowed to change and
the group may undergo a shift in diversification. TreePar analyses were run with the two maximum credibility trees of the BEAST analyses (one for each
calibration set) as well as with 100 posterior trees
randomly collected from the BEAST analysis of the
second calibration set. The analyses were conducted
with the following settings: start = just after the most
recent divergence time (T. Stadler pers. comm.),
end = crown age estimated by the dating analyses,
grid = 0.1 Myr, and posdiv was set to FALSE to allow
the diversification rate to be negative.
To complement the inferences made with TreePar,
we used the Bayesian Analysis of Macroevolutionary
Mixture (BAMM) to estimate speciation and extinction rates through time and among/within clades
(Rabosky et al., 2013; Rabosky, 2014). BAMM allows
studying complex evolutionary processes on phylogenetic trees, potentially shaped by a heterogeneous
mixture of distinct dynamics of speciation and
extinction across clades (clades might have different
rates). The method can automatically detect rate
shifts without a priori hypotheses and sample distinct evolutionary dynamics that best explain the
whole diversification dynamics. BAMM allows timevariable diversification rates, with the speciation
rate varying exponentially through time while
extinction is maintained constant (Rabosky, 2014).
BAMM provides estimates of marginal probability of
speciation and extinction rates at any point in time
along any branch of the tree.
We ran BAMM analyses using the C++ command
line program, setting four reversible-jump MCMC
(Huelsenbeck, Larget & Alfaro, 2004) running for 10
million generations and sampled every 10 000 generations. A compound Poisson process is implemented
in BAMM for the prior probability of a rate shift
along any branch. We used a prior value of 1.0
implying a null hypothesis of no rate shift across the
phylogeny, as recommended by Rabosky (2014) for a
phylogeny with < 500 species. We accounted for
incomplete taxon sampling using the implemented
analytical correction, with a sampling fraction set to
0.794 (i.e. 54 species out of the 68 described species).
We performed four independent runs (with a burn-in
of 10%) using different seeds, and we used ESS to
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assess the convergence of the runs, considering
values above 200 indicating good convergence. We
analyzed the BAMM output using the R-package
BAMMtools (Rabosky et al., 2014). Marginal probabilities of the number of evolutionary regimes were
computed and the models were compared with Bayes
factors (Kass & Raftery, 1995). The posterior distribution was also used to estimate the best configuration and the 95% credible set diversification models
were compared using Bayes factors.
Diversity-dependent diversification
We investigated whether lineages diversified rapidly
in their early stage, and secondly reached an equilibrium meaning that diversity is saturated at the Present as niches become occupied and diversification
rates slowed down (McVay, Flores-Villela & Carstens, 2015; Pe~
na et al., 2015). We used the method
of Etienne et al. (2012) to explore the effect of diversity on speciation and extinction rates. The function
‘dd_ML’ was used to fit five models: (1) speciation
declines linearly with diversity and no extinction
(DDL), (2) speciation declines linearly with diversity
and extinction (DDL+E), (3) speciation declines exponentially with diversity and extinction (DDX+E), (4)
extinction increases linearly with diversity (DD+EL),
and (5) extinction increases exponentially with diversity (DD+EX). The initial carrying capacity was set
to the current species diversity (which assumes that
all species have been described), and the final carrying capacity (noted as K) was estimated according to
the models and parameters.

RESULTS
E STIMATES

OF DIVERGENCE TIMES

All BEAST analyses converged well for both calibration sets and for each prior distribution on the fossil
calibrations as indicated by ESS above 200 for all
parameters. Results of the dating analyses are presented in Figs 2 and 3 (see Fig. S2 for the chronograms with 95% HPD at each node). All analyses
based on a similar calibration set yielded highly comparable divergence time estimates (Fig. 2, Fig. S2).
The analyses based on the exponential and lognormal prior distributions resulted in almost identical
credibility intervals whereas the ones based on the
uniform prior distributions resulted in broader credibility intervals, but with similar median ages. In all
cases, the dating analyses based on the first set of
calibrations yielded much younger estimates than
the one resulting from the second set of calibrations
(Fig. 2). The credibility intervals of both calibration
sets for a given analysis were never overlapping
except at derived nodes. In summary, the first
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Figure 2. Differences of divergence times estimates for both calibration sets. The graphic highlights how the fossil
record impacts the molecular estimates obtained with the BEAST dating analyses. In the first calibration set, most of
the events occurred in the Neogene, whereas in the second set most of the events happened in the Cretaceous and Paleogene. Four important nodes (origin of major clades) are represented, which shows that the 95% HPD did not overlap
between the two calibration sets.

calibration set finds an origin of these two lineages
respectively in the middle Eocene (44.4 Mya, 95%
HPD 34.1–67.4 Mya) and in the late Oligocene (25.3
Mya, 95% HPD 19.2–39.0 Mya) (Fig. 3). Conversely,
the second set of calibrations recovers an origin of
silphids in the Early Jurassic (192.3 Mya, 95% HPD
166.2–232.3 Mya) and of the genus Nicrophorus at
the end of the Early Cretaceous (108.5 Mya, 95%
HPD 99.0–120.7 Mya). In comparison, Sikes &

Venables (2013) found the origin of Silphidae at 175.7
Mya (95% HPD 164.1–186.3 Mya), of Nicrophorinae at
133.4 Mya (95% HPD 123.9–144.4 Mya), and of
Nicrophorus at 113.2 (95% HPD 98.8–126.9 Mya).

B IOGEOGRAPHIC

ANALYSES

All Lagrange analyses (for the three models M0, M1,
and M2) provided similar biogeographic inferences and
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Figure 3. Historical biogeography of burying beetles as inferred based on the two calibration set chronograms. (A) Maximum clade credibility tree with median ages using the first calibration set. (B) Maximum clade credibility tree with
median ages using the second calibration set. For each timetree, estimates of the likeliest ancestral biogeographic
ranges (inferred with Lagrange and the DEC model) are indicated at each node by colored circles correspond to the
inset. KT boundary, Cretaceous-Paleogene extinction; EOGM, early Oligocene glacial maximum; MMCO, middle Miocene climatic optimum; PPGC, Plio-Pleistocene glaciation cycles. Absolute ages are in million years, and the paleo-maps
are from Blakey (2008).
© 2015 The Linnean Society of London, Biological Journal of the Linnean Society, 2016, 117, 686–704
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Table 1. Results of the biogeographical analyses made with Lagrange and the DEC model
Set of calibrations 1
Root model

M0

Australasia (A)
East Palearctic (E)
Nearctic (N)
Neotropics (T)
Oriental (O)
West Palearctic (W)

M1

150.8
143.9
151.8
154.7
154.5
154.3

143.8
132.1
140.7
151.0
137.2
142.1

Set of calibrations 2
M2
141.6
130.0
138.4
149.0
134.9
139.8

M0
150.6
143.9
151.6
154.4
154.2
154.0

M1
143.4
132.0
140.4
150.4
137.0
141.8

M2
142.0
131.0
139.4
150.1
135.4
141.0

For each set of calibrations, we report the log-likelihood value obtained for the biogeographical analyses optimized at
the root and for each component area in the models. Three models were applied: M0, all area combinations allowed + no
dispersal rate constraints; M1, area combinations restricted by an adjacency matrix + no dispersal rate constraints; M2,
area combinations restricted by an adjacency matrix + dispersal rates constrained to reflect paleoreconstructions. All
analyses supported the East Palearctic as the ancestral area. Bold values depict the best-fit diversification model.

ancestral range at the root (Table 1). For both timetrees, the root optimizations significantly supported
East Palearctic as the most likely ancestral area
(Table 1). Results of the biogeographic inferences are
presented in Figure 3. First, all analyses recovered two
early dispersal events toward the Nearctic region but
at different times. In the first set of calibrations, these
two dispersal events occur just after the mid-Miocene
climatic optimum (MMCO, Zachos et al., 2001),
whereas in the second set of calibrations these events
happen after the Cretaceous-Paleogene (K-Pg) mass
extinction (Fig. 3). Second, there was also an early dispersal towards Australasia although the evolutionary
sequence is equivocal because this lineage evolved in a
unique extant species. Third, we recovered three later
main dispersal events in the evolution of Nicrophorus
that took place broadly at the same time: (1) the
Neotropics were colonized out of the Nearctic region
during the past 5 Myr in the first set of calibrations
and during the early Miocene in the second one; (2) the
colonization of the Oriental region and Australasia
from East Palearctic is found with an evolutionary
sequence broadly matching the respective timings of
the Neotropics colonization in both reconstructions.
Finally, we unveil a back colonization from the Nearctic region towards the East Palearctic again during the
same timeframe with subsequent colonization of the
Oriental region. Overall we highlight a dynamic biogeographic pattern with a surprisingly similar pattern
between both sets of calibration. If the reconstructed
ancestral areas at each node are matching, the evolutionary sequence of the processes that led to this
biogeographical pattern are markedly different.

D IVERSIFICATION

ANALYSES

The TreePar analyses rejected the hypothesis of a
rate-constant diversification within Nicrophorus

burying beetles for both timetrees (Table 2,
Table S2). However the two timetrees significantly
differ in their pattern of diversification: a model
with one shift of diversification better explained the
timetree obtained with the first calibration set,
while a model with three shifts better explained the
timetree obtained with the second calibration set (at
P (LRT) < 0.05, Table 2). Besides, both timetrees
significantly differ in the time when diversification
changed: the timetree with the first calibration set
showed a shift in the late Pliocene (3.3 Mya),
whereas the timetree with the second calibration set
showed a first shift in the middle Miocene
(15.8 Mya), with a second and third in the late
Eocene (37.7 Mya and 40.9 Mya) (Fig. 4). The
timetree with the first calibration set showed a
decrease of diversification through time, with higher
rates of diversification at the origin of the clade and
lower rates towards the Present, while the turnover
(ratio of extinction over speciation) increased over
time (Table 2a, Fig. 4). The timetree with the second
calibration set indicated a more dynamic pattern
that is explained by a medium initial diversification
rate until a burst of diversification occurred after
the first time shift, 41 Mya. At the second shift,
38 Mya, the clade experienced a decline of diversity
due to negative net diversification rate (Table 2b,
Fig. 4). This decline of diversity is estimated to have
lasted until the third shift at 16 Mya. After this
time and onwards, a period of diversity recovery
began for the clade (with positive net diversification
rate again). The turnover increased over time,
except in the last period of diversification (i.e.
between Present and the first shift). We investigated
the robustness of this result applying TreePar on
100 posterior trees, and found a very similar result:
the best-fitting model has three shifts of diversification closely matching the shifts estimated with the
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NP

logL

P (LRT)

r. 1

s1

138.057

132.8028

130.1778

129.2369

127.9959

2

5

8

11

14

0.3826

0.3088

0.1544

Null
model
0.0147

0.4057

0.4765

0.2937

0.036

0.1066

6.701

7.1816

6.1148

0.0371

0
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212.4908

207.8389

204.1333

201.3603

199.4811

2

5

8

11

14

0.0534

0.0437

0.0599

Null
model
0.0255

0.0012

0.001

0.0067

0.0109

0.0255

0.9017

0.9181

0.408

0

0

15.76

15.76

15.76

15.76

–

3.267

3.267

3.267

3.267

–

s.t. 1

0.0802

0.0977

0.0698

0.032

–

0.0158

0.0184

1.00E-04

0.1337

–

r. 2

1.8962

1.9919

1.8849

0.0184

–

0.9795

0.981

0.9998

0

–

s2

36.86

37.66

1.2902

0.2907

0.0456

–

–
37.66

–

0.2412

0.2773

–

13.067

13.067

0.2476

–

–
13.067

–

r. 3

–

s.t. 2

2.654

0.651

0.8046

–

–

0.8328

0.8317

0.7977

–

–

s3

37.66

0.6772

0.0578

–

–
40.86

–

–

2.6589

–

–

23.367

1.00E-04

–

–
23.567

–

–

r. 4

–

–

s.t. 3

0.0209

0.5785

–

–

–

0.7848

0.7539

–

–

–

s4

0.0636

–

–
40.86

–

–

–

–

–

–

1.00E-04

–

–
23.567

–

–

–

r. 5

–

–

–

s.t. 4

0

–

–

–

–

0.7942

–

–

–

–

s5

The model ‘No shift time’ is a constant-rate birth-death model, and is the null model to be compared to more complex models that include shifts of diversification. Abbreviations are as follows: NP, number of parameters; logL, log-likelihood; P (LRT), P-value for the likelihood ratio test; r. 1, net diversification rate 1
(from Present to the first shift time going backward); s 1, turnover 1 (from Present to the first shift time going backward); and s.t. 1, shift time 1 (i.e. period
when the diversification changed). Bold values depict the best-fit diversification model.

No shift
time
1 shift
time
2 shift
times
3 shift
times
4 shift
times

(b) Timetree obtained with the second calibration set

No shift
time
1 shift
time
2 shift
times
3 shift
times
4 shift
times

(a) Timetree obtained with the first calibration set

Model

Table 2. Results of the time-dependent diversification analyses made with TreePar
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Figure 4. Estimates of the net diversification rates along the burying beetles phylogeny inferred from BAMM analyses.
(A) first calibration set; (B) second calibration set (B). Colours at each point in time along branches denote instantaneous
rates of diversification inferred as the mean scenario, with colours indicating mean rates across all the shift configurations sampled in the Bayesian posterior. The inferences with TreePar (C) show the dynamic diversification pattern during the Cenozoic with major shifts of diversification in the late Eocene and the mid-Miocene for the second calibration
set: there was a decline of diversity between the late Eocene and the mid-Miocene. Instead a single shift in the late Pliocene is found for the first calibration set. Note that both BAMM and TreePar inferred a decline of diversity within the
burying beetles. Pg, Paleogene. The global temperatures profile is from Zachos et al. (2001).
© 2015 The Linnean Society of London, Biological Journal of the Linnean Society, 2016, 117, 686–704
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Table 3. Results of the diversity-dependence diversification analyses made with DDD
Model

NP

logL

P (LRT)

k

l

K

0.2064
0.3256
0.7299
0.1107
0.149

–
0.05846
0.00043
0
0

85.87
69.97
683579.32
Inf
72.27

0.0478
0.081
0.1563
0.0266
0.0295

–
0.01604
0.00015
0
0.00404

88.27
69.33
657325.71
11375.11
Inf

(a) Timetree obtained with the first calibration scenario
DDL
DDL+E
DDX+E
DD+EL
DD+EX

2
3
3
3
3

167.1323
166.7508
166.6264
171.7971
170.187

Null model
0.382
0.314
0.99
0.99

(b) Timetree obtained with the second calibration scenario
DDL
DDL+E
DDX+E
DD+EL
DD+EX

2
3
3
3
3

242.0015
241.5037
241.5087
246.1536
246.955

Null model
0.318
0.321
0.99
0.99

The five diversity-dependence models are described as follows: DDl, speciation declines linearly with diversity and no
extinction; DDL+E, speciation declines linearly with diversity and extinction; DDX+E, speciation declines exponentially
with diversity and extinction; DD+EL, extinction increases linearly with diversity; and DD+EX, extinction increases
exponentially with diversity. Abbreviations are as follows: NP, number of parameters; logL, log-likelihood; P (LRT),
P-value for the likelihood ratio test; k, estimate of the speciation rate; l, estimate of the extinction rate; and K, estimate
of the carrying capacity of the clade. Bold values depict the best-fit diversification model.

MCC tree, except the third one (Table S2). More
importantly we also inferred a pattern of diversity
decline in the mid-Cenozoic.
The BAMM analyses converged well as indicated by
the stationarity of the MCMC and ESS values above
200 (Fig. S3, S4). Both posterior probabilities and
Bayes factors supported a diversification pattern with
no clade-specific shift of diversification, and for both
timetrees (Figs S5 and S6). More specifically, the post
burn-in posterior distribution (901 trees) of the number of shifts indicated for each calibration set that
464/636 trees supported zero shift (PP = 0.52/0.71),
331/220 trees supported one shift (PP = 0.37/0.24), 87/
44 trees supported two shifts (PP = 0.097/0.049), 17/1
trees supported three shifts (PP = 0.019/0.001), and 2/
0 supported four shifts (PP = 0.002). The BAMM
analyses indicated that rates of diversification
decreased through time, with higher rates of diversification at the origin of the clade and lower rates
towards the Present (Fig. 4). Interestingly, the net
diversification rates of Nicrophorus turned out to be
negative around 3 Mya and 15 Mya, for the first and
second calibration set respectively (Fig. 4). The
negative diversification rate is indicative of a period of
diversity declines (i.e. species loss). These changes are
congruent with the first shift time inferred with TreePar. The distinct shift configurations in the credible
set (with the highest posterior probabilities) are provided in Figure S7 and Figure S8, and the best configuration shift is depicted in Figure S9 and Figure S10.

The DDD analyses indicated that the best-fitting
model for both timetrees is the one in which speciation
declines linearly with diversity without extinction (all
P (LRT) > 0.05 for more complex models, Table 3). The
DDD analyses further showed that the clade has not
reached a potential carrying capacity as indicated by
the estimates of K that are not equal or close to the
current species diversity of the clade for both timetrees: the clade has reached 75% and 73%, respectively, of its estimated ecological carrying capacity.

DISCUSSION
D IVERSIFICATION

HISTORY OF BURYING BEETLES

Our study suggests that burying beetles likely originated at the end of the Early Cretaceous in the East
Palearctic, which at that time was an isolated continent separated from West Palearctic (by the Turgai
Sea) and from Africa and India (by the Tethys Sea)
(Seton et al., 2012). These results are in agreement
with the recent fossil record of the genus discovered
in Myanmar (Late Cretaceous, Cenomanian, ~ 93.9–
100.5 Mya; Cai et al., 2014). The group diversified in
East Palearctic during the Cretaceous without
expanding to neighbouring regions, except a single
dispersal event towards Southeast Asia (N. distinctus occurs in Sulawesi). The Cretaceous is known for
its warm and homogeneous climate, in part due to
the Tethys Sea connecting the tropical oceans east to
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west that helped in warming the global climate (Chaboureau et al., 2014). Warm-adapted groups are
known from localities as far as Alaska and Greenland (e.g. palms, Couvreur, Forest & Baker, 2011) or
as Antarctica and Patagonia (e.g. cycads, C
uneo
et al., 2010), while non-avian dinosaur fossils have
been mostly found in Northern Laurasia especially
North America and China (Brusatte et al., 2015). It
is thus likely that ancestral burying beetles were a
warm-adapted group, potentially living in a subtropical (or tropical) region. The diversification analyses
indicate the diversification was steady during the
Cretaceous, suggesting that the East Palearctic was
an ‘evolutionary cradle and museum of diversity’ for
this group, a pattern also recovered in mammals
(Tamm & Ramakrishnan, 2015).
At the K-Pg boundary, three independent and
simultaneous dispersal events towards Nearctic
occurred. Our divergence time estimates suggest
these dispersals may have been possible through the
Beringia Land Bridge or the De Geer (Thulean) route
(Brikiatis, 2014). Our biogeographic analyses support
the role of the Beringia Land Bridge as the main dispersal route for burying beetles since we only recover
dispersal from East Palearctic to Nearctic (the group
did not expand to the West Palearctic, probably
because the Turgai Sea was a strong physical barrier
for dispersal). Our results are in line with paleogeographic reconstructions suggesting a terra firma connection between North America and East Palearctic
(Condamine, Sperling & Kergoat, 2013; Brikiatis,
2014). Given the warm climate conditions that lasted
from the Cretaceous to the mid-Eocene (Zachos et al.,
2001), the dispersal in such elevated latitudes may
have been possible (a pattern also recovered in other
groups, e.g. Couvreur et al., 2011).
East Palearctic has been a pivotal biogeographic
crossroads for the evolution of the burying beetles.
We infer that the clade colonized almost all newly
adjacent areas in the mid-Paleogene, notably with
several expansions towards the West Palearctic and
the Oriental region. These colonizations are synchronous with a burst of species formation (shift A in
Fig. 4), associated with a three-fold increase of the
rate of diversification in the late Eocene (between 41
and 37 Mya). This increase of species accumulation
may tentatively be interpreted as the result of the
invasions of new geographic regions, especially in
areas where potentially no insect group displayed
the ecological roles and functions of burying beetles.
One of the most interesting results we infer is a
shift of diversification occurring in the late Eocene
(37 Mya) when extinction rate was higher than speciation rate, resulting in a drastic loss of species (shift B
in Fig. 4). We also estimated that this extinction period
lasted ca. 20 Myr, until the diversification dynamics

of the clade changed again in the mid-Miocene (16
Mya, shift C in Fig. 4). The ensuing question ‘what
explains such a long and important decline of diversity?’ is complex. Here we put forward some hypotheses such as a direct and physical factor inducing an
abrupt change in diversification like climate change.
The hypothesis of climate change seems likely given
the important cooling event that occurred at the late
Oligocene, 33.9 Mya (Liu et al., 2009). This change
from a warm to a cool climate is thought to have extirpated many species and drove entire clades to extinction at a global scale (e.g. Pearson et al., 2008). Under
the assumption that burying beetles were originally a
warm-adapted clade, such a sudden and strong cooling event might have had a dramatic impact on the
group’s diversity. An alternative explanation may be
the faunistic turnover induced by the Cenozoic climate change, which was especially marked in the tetrapods (Figueirido et al., 2012; Quental & Marshall,
2013). Burying beetles are mostly associated with
small tetrapods (birds and rodents), which have experienced significant extinction periods in the Oligocene
and Miocene (some went extinct during this interval)
like the Eomyidae, Gliridae, Herpetotheriidae, Nyctitheriidae, Ochotonidae, Omomyidae; all of them
occurred in Eurasia and North America (Quental &
Marshall, 2013), and were potential hosts for burying
beetles. Under this scenario, burying beetles might
have suffered from a domino-effect where the extinction of the fauna they depend upon would have fostered their wane (Brodie et al., 2014). In any case,
this extinction period likely accounts for the phylogenetic tree shape (long branches) and the relatively low
current diversity of the group (68 species), given that
the clade appeared 109 Mya.
Inferring extinction using phylogenies is a novel
field (Morlon, 2014), and there is much debate to
know if it is possible or not to accurately estimate
extinction with phylogenies only. We do not deny
that estimating extinction rates from reconstructed
phylogenies is notoriously difficult (Quental & Marshall, 2010), but papers have contradicted the widespread idea that extinction rates cannot be estimated
from molecular phylogenies (Morlon, Parsons & Plotkin, 2011; Beaulieu & O’Meara, 2015). Biases in estimates of extinction rates often come from fitting
models based on underlying hypotheses that are violated in nature, such as fitting models with homogeneous rates across clades when major rate shifts
occurred (see Morlon et al., 2011; but see Beaulieu &
O’Meara, 2015). Our approaches should in principle
help with these issues, because BAMM explicitly
accounts for rate heterogeneity across clades while
allowing rates to vary over time (Rabosky et al.,
2013; Rabosky, 2014). Nonetheless, to get more
confidence in the macroevolutionary inferences, we
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recommend as best practice the use of multiple trees
to infer diversification dynamics. The use of posterior
trees seem particularly relevant for TreePar analyses
that are sensitive to dating uncertainties when using
a fine-scale temporal grid (like here grid = 0.1 Myr).
Doing so we demonstrated that the extinction pattern inferred with TreePar is robust to dating uncertainties (Table S2). Said that, We also share
Beaulieu & O’Meara (2015)’s view that we should
remain prudent about estimating extinction from
molecular phylogenies. Interestingly, our results are
not isolated since other phylogenetic studies have
evidenced extinction periods in insect clades (Condamine & Hines, 2015; Toussaint et al., 2015).
While the Neogene is an icehouse period, we infer
a last change in diversification dynamics (shift C in
Fig. 4) in the mid-Miocene from a pattern of declining diversity to a pattern of expanding diversity
(although with low diversification rates). It is thus
possible that, while the extreme cooling event at the
Eocene-Oligocene boundary pushed the clade to
higher extinction rates, the climatic changes may
have acted as a species selection within the group,
and later triggered pulses of diversification among
surviving lineages. At the same time, this change of
diversification regime is associated with another
wave of biogeographic colonizations, notably in the
Neotropics through the Panama Land Bridge in the
mid-Miocene (Montes et al., 2015). We also evidence
an important phase of species diversification for a
subclade that spread into the Oriental and Australasian regions, a range expansion made possible
by the tectonic collision of these two regions in the
early to mid-Miocene (Hall, 2012, 2013).

I MPACT

OF THE FOSSIL RECORD ON

MACROEVOLUTIONARY INFERENCES

Our results highlight major discrepancies between
the two sets of calibrations used to obtain absolute
divergence time estimates (Figs 2 and 3). The implementation of different prior distributions to inform
fossil calibrations did not allow obtaining comparable
age estimates between the two calibration sets
(Fig. 2, Fig. S2). The analyses based on the first set
of calibrations recover an origin of the genus
Nicrophorus in the late Paleogene, whereas the analyses based on the second set of calibrations find an
origin of the group in the mid-Cretaceous as suggested by Sikes & Venables (2013). This represents a
difference of more than 60 Myr at the root of the
clade that had deep consequences on the inference of
macroevolutionary patterns on one hand and the
interpretation of the latter on the other hand.
The biogeographic analyses surprisingly recover
an identical pattern of geographic range evolution
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for both chronograms, while taking into account the
paleogeographic history (Fig. 3). This is likely due to
the fact that the genus Nicrophorus is mainly a continental radiation and therefore the modifications of
the adjacency matrix or dispersal rate probabilities
are less critical than in insular settings (e.g. Ree &
Smith, 2008). Although the ancestral ranges inferred
are similar, the interpretation of these results differs
greatly as the corresponding timescales are markedly
different. Three major biogeographic discrepancies
can be highlighted:
1. Both reconstructions recover an origin of the
genus in East Palearctic followed by broadly
simultaneous dispersal events toward the Nearctic region. However, in the first calibration set,
the MMCO (Fig. 3) can be invoked to explain
these dispersal events. Although in both cases a
Beringian land bridge can be implied (Brikiatis,
2014) the causality of the dispersal that can be
invoked are radically different.
2. Similarly the colonization of Australasia out of
the Oriental region is interpreted differently in
the first calibration set. This colonization is suggested to have happened in the past 5 Myr. This
period is marked by Plio-Pleistocene glaciations
that have shaped the fate of clades in the Indomalayan-Australasian archipelago due to sealevel fluctuations and/or climatic disruptions
(Toussaint et al., 2013). In contrast, the second
set of calibrations implies a colonization during
the early Miocene when both the Sunda and
Sahul regions collided (Seton et al., 2012). This
geological rearrangement resulted in a massive
orogeny in Wallacea (Hall, 2012, 2013) and
Melanesia (Toussaint et al., 2014) responsible for
the exchange of biotas between the Oriental and
Australian regions (T€
anzler et al., 2014; Toussaint et al., 2014; Condamine et al., 2015). Hence,
these contrasting results imply either a climatic
or a geological factor to explain the biogeographic
history of Nicrophorus in Southeast Asia.
3. The biogeographic reconstruction based on the
first calibration set recovers four Neotropical colonization events in the last 4 Myr (Fig. 3). The colonization of the Neotropics is tightly linked to the
emergence of the Panama Isthmus (e.g. Great
American Biotic Interchange, Webb, 2006). Our
results exemplify well the long-standing debate
between a late Pliocene (3.5 Mya) vs. a mid-Miocene ( 15 Mya) origin of the closure of the Central American Seaway (Cody et al., 2010). This
geological structure is pivotal for the understanding of the New World biotic evolution, and our
second calibration set is in agreement with the
latest geological evidence (Montes et al., 2015).
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A similar discussion can be drawn with the analyses
of the diversification rates. Both trees evidence an
interesting pattern of extinction with BAMM. Both
trees also show a pattern with higher diversification
rates in the early stage of the group’s evolution and a
subsequent slowdown of the diversification toward the
Present (Fig. 4a). The main difference in the BAMM
analyses is the pace at which the clade diversified.
Clearly this difference can only be attributed to the different ages obtained with the two calibration sets.
Interestingly the TreePar analyses are markedly
incongruent between the two dating analyses. TreePar
only found a single (supported) shift of diversification
in the Pliocene for the first calibration set, but found a
more dynamic diversification history for the second set
of calibrations with three significant changes of diversification (Fig. 4b). In the latter, TreePar identified a
period of extinction (see above for a discussion), which
is not inferred with the first calibration set, and is
robust to dating uncertainties (Table S2).
Altogether, these results highlight the impact the
fossil record can have on the macroevolutionary
inferences of a focal clade. We do not think these
results are trivial given the fossil record of carrion
and burying beetles, but instead think that the situation represented by the first calibration set is more
common than previously thought, especially in invertebrate clades for which the fossil record is poorly
documented and studied. Novel discoveries, probably
in ancient (Jurassic and Cretaceous) fossil deposits
such as in China, may well reveal a very different
evolutionary history for several clades.

CONCLUSION
Our study suggests that best practices in the treatment
of fossil data using Bayesian relaxed-clock and three
prior distributions on fossil calibration may not be sufficient to acknowledge the possible lack of fossils in some
groups. We show that even a thorough comparison of
molecular dating analytical settings cannot solely alleviate the taphonomic bias, at least in silphids. Analyses of
additional clades as well as simulation studies will be
valuable to understand the detailed effects of taphonomic biases on age estimates. Divergence time estimates critically depend upon the completeness of
available fossil records. Further paleontological research
is needed to speed up insect fossil discoveries especially
in Jurassic and Cretaceous Chinese fossil beds.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Additional Supporting Information may be found online in the supporting information tab for this article:
Figure S1. Parameters of the prior distributions as specified in BEAUti for the Bayesian dating analyses. The
first panel (a) shows the prior exponential distributions and respective BEAUti parameters for each calibrated
node in the calibration sets I and II. The second panel (b) shows the prior lognormal distributions and respective BEAUti parameters for each calibrated node in the calibration sets I and II.
Figure S2. Time-calibrated trees of silphids (including the burying beetle clade, genus Nicrophorus) for the
two calibration sets indicating the 95% credibility intervals for each node. The two-first are obtained with the
exponential prior, the two following with the lognormal prior, and the two last with the uniform prior.
Figure S3. Convergence of the BAMM analysis with the chronogram reconstructed with the first calibration
set. (a) The stationary of the MCMC before applying a burn-in. (b) The posterior distribution of number of
shifts estimated before applying a burn-in. (c) The stationary of the MCMC after removing the burn-in phase.
(d) The posterior distribution of number of shifts estimated after removing the burn-in phase.
Figure S4. Convergence of the BAMM analysis with the chronogram reconstructed with the second calibration set. (a) The stationary of the MCMC before applying a burn-in. (b) The posterior distribution of number of
shifts estimated before applying a burn-in. (c) The stationary of the MCMC after removing the burn-in phase.
(d) The posterior distribution of number of shifts estimated after removing the burn-in phase.
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Figure S5. Frequency distribution of distinct macroevolutionary rate regimes estimated using BAMM and the
tree reconstructed with the first calibration set. (a) Prior distribution of the number of distinct processes. (b)
Posterior distribution of the number of distinct processes (including the root process) for the burying beetles
phylogeny.
Figure S6. Frequency distribution of distinct macroevolutionary rate regimes estimated using BAMM and the
tree reconstructed with second first calibration set. (a) Prior distribution of the number of distinct processes.
(b) Posterior distribution of the number of distinct processes (including the root process) for the burying beetles phylogeny.
Figure S7. Credible set of configuration shifts of burying beetles inferred with BAMM using the tree obtained
with the first calibration set. Phylogenies show the distinct shift configurations with the highest posterior
probability. For each shift configuration, the locations of rate shifts are shown as red (rate increases) and blue
(rate decreases) circles, with circle size proportional to the marginal probability of the shift. Text labels (e.g.
f = 0.84 for the first) denote the posterior probability of each shift configuration.
Figure S8. Credible set of configuration shifts of burying beetles inferred with BAMM using the tree obtained
with the second calibration set. Phylogenies show the distinct shift configurations with the highest posterior
probability. For each shift configuration, the locations of rate shifts are shown as red (rate increases) and blue
(rate decreases) circles, with circle size proportional to the marginal probability of the shift. Text labels (e.g.
f = 0.86 for the first) denote the posterior probability of each shift configuration.
Figure S9. The best shift configuration inferred with BAMM using the tree with the first calibration set.
Figure S10. The best shift configuration inferred with BAMM using the tree with the second calibration set.
Table S1. Matrices of time slices and dispersal rates (a) and the adjacency matrix (b) used for the biogeographic analyses. Abbreviations are as follows: AU, Australasian region (Australia and Sahul Shelf); OR, Oriental region (India and Sunda Shelf); NT, Neotropics (South America, Central America and Caribbean); NE,
Nearctic (North America); EP, Eastern Palearctic (Europe); and WP, Western Palearctic (Asia). The rationale
of these matrices are explained in the text.
Table S2. Results of the diversification analyses made with TreePar on 100 trees randomly taken in the Bayesian dating analysis of the second set of calibrations. The model with three shifts is supported. Abbreviations
are as follows: NP, number of parameters; logL, log-likelihood; P (LRT), P-value for the likelihood ratio test
(LRT are realized sequentially by testing first the null model with the second model; if the second model
receives a significant support it becomes the reference for the second LRT against the third model, and so on);
r. 1, net diversification rate 1 (from Present to the first shift time going backward); s 1, turnover 1 (from Present to the first shift time going backward); and s.t. 1, shift time 1 (i.e. period when the diversification changed).
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